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A sequence of positive integers with positive lower density contains a Hilbert (or
combinatorial) cube size c log log n up to n. We prove that c log log n cannot be
replaced by c$ - log n log log n.  1999 Academic Press
In [1] D. Hilbert showed (using different terminology) that for any
k1, if N is finitely colored than there exists in one color infinitely many
translates of a k-cube. We call H/N a k-cube if there exist a>0 and
x1 , x2 , ..., xk such that
H=H(a, x1 , ..., xk)={a+ :
k
i=1
=iai : =i=0 or 1= .
This result was essentially the first Ramsey-type theorem. The density
version of the Hilbert result is the following:
Theorem A: Let k1 be a integer and assume A/[1, n] and
|A|n1&2&k.
Then A contains a k-cube. (see [2], [3]).
This result implies the following
Corollary. Let A be an infinite sequence of integers with
d(A)= lim
n  
inf A(n)n>0,
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where A(n)=ain 1. Then there exists a ; such that for every n, A & [1, n]
contains a k-cube where
k>; log log n. (V)
Remark. It is not too hard to detect that in the proof of Theorem A we
can achieve that the k-cube would be non-degenerate, i.e., the vertices of
the cube are distinct. Furthermore, it is easy to see by a counting method
that in this case (V), apart from the constant factor, cannot be improved.
In this note we allow the degenerate cube as well.
We prove the following theorem:
Theorem. There exists an infinite sequence A of positive integers with
d

(A)>0 and
H(n)c - log n log log n
where c=4 } (log(43))&12.
The proof of the theorem is not constructive. A. Sa rko zy and the author
investigated the dimension of the Hilbert cube for some conventional
sequence as well. For instance, we prove that if Q is the sequence of
squares then HQ<c$ 3- log n, and for the sequence of primes P we get
c1 } log log n<HP(n)<c2 } log n (see [6]). Finally, we mention a related
question of P. Erdo s solved by E. Straus (see [5]): Is it true that if A is
an infinite sequence of integers and A has positive upper density then A
contains an infinite Hilbert cube? The answer is negative.
For sequences A, B of integers let A+B=[a+b : a # A, b # B]. For the
proof of the theorem we need some lemmas.
Lemma 1. Let B=[b1<b2< } } } <bk] be a sequence of integers. Then
\k+12 ++1|7[B]|2k,
where 7[B]=[x: x=ki=1 =i bi : =i=0 or 1, bi # B].
The proof is easy or see [4].
Lemma 2. We have
T=|[A: A[1, n]; |A|=k and |7(A)|<k3]|<n3 log2 k } 3k2.
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Proof of Lemma 2. Let U=[A: A[1, n]; |A|=k and |7(A)|<k3].
Let R=[3 log2 k] and assume A=[a1< } } } <ak] # U. An element aj is
called a doubler if
7[a1 , a2 , ..., aj&1] & [[aj]+7[a1 , a2 , ..., aj&1]]=[<]. (1)
Since
7[a1 , a2 , ..., aj]=[0, aj]+7[a1 , a2 , ..., aj&1],
thus if aj is doubler then
|7[a1 , a2 , ..., aj]|=2 |7[a1 , a2 , ..., aj&1]|. (2)
This yields that
|7[a1 , a2 , ..., ak]|2H (3)
where H denotes the number of doublers in A.
H is at most R since in the opposite case 2H2R+1>23 log2 k=k3, which
by (3) contradicts the fact A # U.
Now if aj is not a doubler then we must have
aj # [x&x$ | x, x$ # 7[a1 , ..., a j&1]],
which easily implies that we can write aj in the form
aj= :
i{ j
$ia i ; $ i # [0, +1, &1] (4)
This yields that the number of non-doubler elements is at most 3k.
Now we get an upper estimation for T.
We can select ( kR) subscripts j where aj is the doubler, the number of
possible values of the doublers being at most nR. Finally, the number
of non-doublers is at most (3k)k&R. Thus we have
T\kR+
R
} (3k)k&R
kR } nR } 3k 2&kRnR } 3k 2
using the inequality kR<3kR.
Lemma 2 is proved.
Now we turn to the proof of the Theorem.
Proof of the Theorem. Let X be a random sequence of integers with
Pr(x # X )= 116. Clearly with probability 1 we have d
(X )>0. Let Hn be the
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event HX (n)>c - log n log log n where c=4 } (log 43)&12. We are going
to show
Pr(Hn)<
1
n2
(5)
We have
Pr(Hn) :
1x1 , ..., xkn
1an \
1
16+
| (x1 , ..., xk )|
= :
| (x1 , ..., xk )| <k
3
1an
1x1 , ..., xkn
\ 116+
| (x1 , ..., xk )|
+ :
| (x1 , ..., xk )| k
3
1an
1x1 , ..., xkn,
\ 116+
| (x1 , ..., xk )|
.
(6)
By Lemmas 1 and 2 we have
:
| (x1 , ..., xk )|<k
3
1an
1x1 , ..., xkn,
\ 116+
| (x1 , ..., xk )|
 :
1an
n3 log2 k } 3k 2 } \ 116+
k22
=n } n3 log2 k } \34+
k 2
,
which is less than 12n2 if k4 } log(43)&12 - log n log log n. Further-
more,
:
| (x1 , ..., xk )|k
3
1an
1x1 , ..., xkn,
\ 116+
| (x1 , ..., xk )|
n } \nk+ } \
1
16+
k 3
<
1
2n2
holds if k>3 - log2 n.
By (5) we have n=1 Pr(Hn)< so that by the BorelCantelli lemma
with probability 1, at most a finite number of events Hn occur.
This completes the proof of the theorem.
Remarks. (1) We split the sum in (6) into two parts according the
value of | (x1 , ..., xk)|. We mention here that for the sets Ad=[d, 2d, ..., kd],
d=1, 2, ..., [ nk], we have
}: (Ad)}=\k+12 +tk2.
So we have to count these sets in the first sum which yields that our
method works only if k>c - log n.
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(2) There are many pairs A and A$ for which  (A) &  (A$) con-
tains a fixed ‘‘big’’ set which is why we use only the trivial inequality
Pr( A) Pr(A).
In this section we are going to show that for a random sequence our
bound, apart from the factor - log log n, is the best possible.
We prove
Proposition. Let A be a random sequence of positive integers with
Pr(a # A)= p. Then with probability 1, we have
HA(n)>cp - log n.
Proof of the Proposition. Let 0<p<1 be a fixed real number and
let A be a random sequence of integers with Pr(a # A)= p and let kn=
maxa, k[k: a+1, ..., a+k # A]. By a theorem of Erdo s and Re nyi [7], with
probability 1 kn=c( p) log n. But let us observe that if a, a+1, ..., a+k # A
then H(a, 1, 2, ..., [- 2k&1])/A. (Indeed, H(a, 1, 2, ..., [- 2k&1])$
[a, a+1, ..., k].) This yields that with probability 1 we have HA(n)>
cp - log n, where cp=- 2c( p).
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